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ENDORSEMENTS
It is a pleasure to write this endorsement for Ruth Mangiacapre. Let
me start off by saying that integrity is everything when it comes to
ministry. Ruth is a devoted mother, wife, grandmother; and most of all,
a dedicated Christian. Ruth has been a blessing to New Day the Church
at High Point for many years. She teaches, imparts, and truly has a
desire to see people advance in the calling that is on their lives. Her chief
characteristic is integrity as a prophet of the Lord. I would recommend
her for ministry at the highest level. Ruth lives what she teaches and
knows how to impart life to the hearer. In all the years of knowing Ruth,
I have never heard a bad report about her. She is always striving to learn
more, to know more, so she can bring more illumination to those to
whom she is training or ministering. As her Pastor, I am so blessed
to have her not only be in our church, but to be part of the pastoral
leadership staff. Ruth is also part of our Presbytery council and is an
instructor in the 5Runner School of Ministry. Ruth is a gemstone given
to the body of Christ, and I recommend her with the highest honors.
APOSTLE MIKE SIRIANNI
Senior Pastor of New Day the Church at High Point

As part of Ruth’s spiritual oversight, I can say that I completely trust
her ability to hear the voice of God. She is one who loves to live in His
presence and knows how to minister from there, demonstrating the
Kingdom of God by healing the sick, bringing restoration to broken
places, and hope to those without. A woman of boldness and courage,
Ruth teaches with clarity, trains, activates and imparts to all who yearn

to hear God’s voice and find their destiny. She is compassionate and
sensitive as her passion for the King of Glory is shared with all who
desire to know more about Him and His ways. Ruth is flexible and
refuses to put God in a box, wanting to do things His way rather than
the way of tradition or man’s expectations. For all these reasons and
more, I highly recommend Ruth Mangiacapre’s ministry.
THE LATE GARY BROOKS
In His Image Ministries

Ruth Mangiacapre is an amazing seer/prophet that has heavenly
experiences on a regular basis. Her teaching and preaching is
accompanied with a clear authority that often brings demonstrations of
Holy Spirit with power. I believe Ruth is one of many that God is using
in this day to lift the Body of Christ to a place of hearing and seeing in
the Spirit. This generation will go far beyond the normative mindset
of the day to demonstrate Kingdom Power. I highly recommend the
ministry of Ruth Mangiacapre.
JEFF JANSEN
Founder Global Fire Ministries

Ruth Mangiacapre is a prophetic minister who flows in a strong teaching
anointing. With over 12 years of ministry experience in both pastoral
ministry and prophetic counseling, Ruth is anointed to empower
believers and see them activated in their unique gifts and callings. I have
known Ruth personally for several years and can attest to her purity
of heart and character before God. She will be a great blessing to your
church.
MATT SORGER
Matt Sorger Ministries

There are many favorable words that could describe Ruth Mangiacapre,
but perhaps the best description one could give is, “friend of God”.
Ruth’s ministry is characterized by a prophetic anointing that carries
an authority to lift individuals and churches to a greater level of
purpose and destiny. As a gifted prophet who functions within a strong
local church community, her experience and anointing are extremely
valuable to local churches in practically expressing a Kingdom culture.
It is for these reasons and many more that Ruth Mangiacapre carries my
highest recommendation.
ABNER SUAREZ
For Such a Time as This

THANK YOU
A very special thank you to Brent and Renna Turf; Mama Frances;
my administrator, Donna Key; my New Day Church family;
all my partners and intercessors; my Long Island girlfriends;
every pastor that has ever opened up their pulpit to me; and
all the many students who have gone through the New Day
the Church at High Point’s 5 Runner School of the Prophets.
I would also like to express my gratitude to some amazing ladies who
proof-read and offered their love in doing so; Drenda Lalor, Conny
Hubbard, Sandi Jenkins, and Heidi Walker.
Your love, words of affirmation, and encouragement have inspired,
and continue to inspire me to serve God wholeheartedly, and to
love His people. Each one of you are so gifted and loved!
Thank you!

DEDICATION
To my husband, Andy, who always encouraged me to be who I was
created to be, without reservations, who loves me unconditionally, and
guides me with his gentle wisdom. After all these years, you are still my
best friend.
To Andrew and Amanda, Dana, Jerod, Jude, and James – my greatest joy
is still being a mom and nana. You make it so easy to keep my priorities
straight. I love you all so very much!
To my mentors and friends – the late Gary Brooks, Martha and Jerry
Hester, Joni Ames, Abner Suarez, Mike and Debbie Sirianni, Mike and
Sharon Adams and, oh, so many more to count. You set such standards
for me in ministry and empowered me to become all that God intended
me to be. I cherish you all for the role models that each of you are. Thank
you for the humility and integrity you all displayed.
To the King of Glory, the Savior of the world, my very best Friend
and Counselor – may my life speak not only with words, but in love
and compassion to represent you well. I long to leave a legacy that will
empower others to live their dreams!

MY PROPHETIC JOURNEY
This book is written to those who desire mentoring, encouragement,
and wisdom in the development of their prophetic calling. It is
specifically written not only to inspire you, but to bring understanding
and clarity to your individual, unique prophetic journey. I, along with
all of Heaven, cheer you on!
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FOREWORD
These are amazing times in which we live. Those who are alive on the
earth have the privilege of playing a significant roll in training and
equipping the saints. Things are moving at warp speed, and there seems
to be no limit to how fast God is moving to bring forth the Third Great
Awakening in its fullness. Before the foundation of the earth, God set
forth His will to establish certain individuals who would be alive to
continue the work that has been in progress over the centuries. These
anointed vessels would have to be mature and sensitive, and have a
track record of bearing fruit geared towards the apostolic reformation.
It’s an honor and a privilege to not only write this forward for Ruth
Mangiacapre, but it’s also an honor to serve alongside her, and to
have her as a part of the New Day leadership team. Ruth serves as
instructor in the School of the Prophets at 5Runner School of Ministry
at New Day the Church at High Point, and as an advisor for New
Day’s Presbytery council. She is also in full-time itinerant ministry.
Ruth is a mature and joyful Servant of the Lord who takes her calling
very seriously. She has continually asserted herself in Biblical training
and spiritual enrichment, and continually surrounds herself with
leaders in her field that challenge her for the greater. Through the
years of knowing Ruth, she has trained many sons and daughters
who have gone out and advanced the kingdom of Heaven on earth.
Such a mandate can only be fulfilled by skilled workers, like Ruth,
who are willing to be tested by every word that proceeds from their
lips. Ruth is a passionate and intentional forerunner who pulls

down revelation, which opens the door for others to recognize
their own calling to comfortably step out into uncharted territory.
As her Pastor, I highly recommend Ruth and her teachings. I can
proudly vouch for her character, integrity, and track record of being a
humble minister and fearless leader. What a gift to the Body of Christ!
Well done, Ruth!
APOSTLE MIKE SIRIANNI
Senior Pastor of New Day the Church at High Point

THE MOUTHPIECE
©2007 RUTH MANGIACAPRE

There are times I’ve lost my voice in the sea of religion,
Accusation and discouragement.
So I abandoned my message for another time and place.
Hoping it would re-emerge in some other mouthpiece
More confident than I.
Yet the fire from heaven shut up in these frail bones
Became more inflamed
As I sat immobile at the door of the Royal One
Who shed Grace through the cracks of my broken vessel.
Positioning oneself for usefulness is not the impossible task
My thoughts had embellished.
I, too, had a Samaritan tale,
A divine encounter with Truth Himself.
My whispers are gaining more strength.
Octaves increasing in effectiveness.
As my eyes lock into your piercing gaze.
This story must be pronounced!
It cannot lie silent through another season.
For you are the message!
These lips decree what my eyes have seen.
Simply, yet profoundly wonderful!
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All fear is removed as love pulls back the layers of falsehood.
Truth is what it is. It never changes.
Truth is He!
He overshadows our inadequacies by the mere glimpse of His Glory!
Thus we proclaim.
No longer an empty mouthpiece void of power and passion,
A rote expression we heard on recycle.
Now fresh manna to feed the impoverished –
Thus the birth of the pure prophetic voice!
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INTRODUCTION
The beginning of my prophetic journey began in 1981. I was saved at an
Amway convention and knew very little of what a true Christian lifestyle
entailed. I was unschooled in doctrine, religion, and the charismatic
culture. Relationship with God became my highest priority.
Being abandoned by my father at the age of eight created a “black
hole” in my heart. I spent much of my childhood depressed, anxious,
and yearning for daddy’s presence. In time, I would discover that my
heavenly Father’s presence was the seed for an enduring prophetic
lifestyle. Lasting security was found only in His loving arms.
Romans 8:38 (NKJV) “For I am persuaded that neither
death nor life, nor angels nor principalities nor
powers, nor things present nor things to come,
nor height nor depth, nor any other created thing,
shall be able to separate us from the love of God
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

Many are enamored by the gifts of the Spirit. Embracing the prophetic
as a lifestyle begins and ends with revelation of God’s love, goodness,
and mercy. For it is in this place that we rest securely in grace. Our
motives are tried, hearts are revealed and ultimately healed.
I invite you to come. Let us fasten our seat belts and fly into the realms
of His Spirit with joy and delight. Revelation unfolds as simplicity is
maintained. My prayer is that the reader turns the pages of this book
and discovers grace for the race, boldness to “become,” and childlike
faith to soar into his or her own prophetic destiny!
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CHAPTER ONE - BEGINNINGS

BEGINNINGS
My prophetic journey began very early on. Psalm 139:16 (AMP)
states,
“Your eyes saw my unformed substance, and in Your
Book all the days (of my life) were written before ever
they took shape, when as yet there was none of them.”

Long before I was “born again,” I was perceptive to my surroundings.
My mother always said I was emotional. Teachers said I daydreamed,
and doctors labeled me as “emotional, neurotic, and flighty.” Sensitivity
was my enemy in an unstable home environment.
I have only recently been able to embrace my “total” self with spiritual
understanding. I was an emerging prophet! If only someone would have
recognized my “sensitivity” or mentored me along the way, extending
grace to my learning, I may have been able to avoid so many pitfalls. But
God was birthing in me an understanding of the painstaking process of
“becoming.”
From an early age I always just “knew” things. I “knew” when my father
was about to leave again and again. I “knew” when and what my Italian
speaking grandparents were talking about even though I never learned
the language. I “knew” what time it was without ever looking at a clock.
I “knew” when someone was deeply suffering because I perceptively
experienced their internal pain. This can be quite grueling to a child
who had no one to talk to.
PAGE 25
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My mother worked two jobs. As the oldest daughter, I learned
responsibility from an early age. I did not want to care for my younger
siblings; instead, I just wanted to imagine, daydream, and pen simple
poetry. This resentment of my lost identity made me feel lonely and
misunderstood. I longed for significance and purpose. I even struggled
adapting as a student. Coloring in the lines so to speak, was never “who
I was.” I was creative, sensitive, and imaginative. I pondered deeply and
always had this sense of “knowing.” I never knew that the prophetic life
was brewing in preparation early on.
For example: Dad would make a random inconsistent visit. I would
experience unrest, anxiety, and a darkness that I could not explain when
he would appear. Little did I know at that time he was struggling with
a bi-polar disorder and alcoholism. Perception and discernment were
gifts that were operative, though at the time I had no understanding,
just emotional pain.
During my teens, I became enamored by the supernatural. Since I did
not equate the supernatural with real Christianity, I sought it in other
things. Ouija boards and experimentation with automatic handwriting,
body levitation, and mind reading fascinated me. Fortunetellers
seemed to have the same capacity to “know” things, and I embraced
the excitement. I thought I had found my niche in life. My sister once
reminded me that I would practice on her late at night. She was afraid of
me because I could read her thoughts. All of this was done in innocence.
I simply had no biblical understanding or revelation of a Holy God. So
instead, I played in the pigpen of the occult and had limited successes.
Though I feared God, deep inside I knew my life was different and there
was a grace upon me amidst the dark side. I also knew I had been set
apart. Occasionally, I would see flashing visions of me speaking before
groups of people. You see, we are set apart early on!
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